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Can true love be built on lies? A teen on the run seeks relief and redemption in this gripping, “compulsively
readable” (School Library Journal) romantic read that Kirkus Reviews calls a “marvelous debut, moving and
suspenseful.”

Leah Kurtz has finally found a place to call home, a town where she and baby Addy can live in peace, far
from the drug-infested place she grew up. Chris is one of the best parts of her new life, the only person who’s
ever made her feel safe. And now that she’s found him, there’s no way she can tell the truth:

Her real name is Faith, not Leah. She’s seventeen, not nineteen. And the baby isn’t hers—Faith kidnapped
her.

Faith’s history catches up with her when a cop starts asking questions and Chris’s aunt spots her picture in
the newspaper. She knows it’s time to run again, but if Faith leaves, she’ll lose Chris. If Chris is in love with
a lie, though, did Faith ever really have him in the first place?
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From reader reviews:

Frances Norman:

This Leap of Faith tend to be reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The reason
why of this Leap of Faith can be on the list of great books you must have is giving you more than just simple
reading food but feed you actually with information that probably will shock your before knowledge. This
book is definitely handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions throughout the e-
book and printed people. Beside that this Leap of Faith forcing you to have an enormous of experience like
rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day pastime. So ,
let's have it and enjoy reading.

Aubrey Newsome:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their reader with their story or their
experience. Not only situation that share in the books. But also they write about advantage about something
that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are many kinds of
book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their ability in writing, they also
doing some investigation before they write with their book. One of them is this Leap of Faith.

Bryan Foxworth:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your limited time to read it because all of this time you only find reserve that
need more time to be go through. Leap of Faith can be your answer as it can be read by an individual who
have those short extra time problems.

Katherine Hood:

The book untitled Leap of Faith contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your ex idea
with easy approach. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do definitely not worry, you
can easy to read this. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new period of
time of literary works. It is easy to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or
model, so you can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open
up their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice read.
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